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DEKTON™ COUNTERTOPS
The high resistance to UV rays Dekton surfaces 
have make the design of outdoor countertops 
possible, enabling their colour and texture to last 
over time.  With your Dekton outdoor kitchen, 
you’ll enjoy meals, parties and any outdoor event 
with friends and family, without losing the func-
tionality and aesthetics of an indoor space. 

EDORA
Warm gray, adaptable to both the classic and avant-garde styles. This surface 
creates minimalist and neutral environments where playing with other tones 
becomes simple. 

FOSSIL
There is nothing so natural as the veins and spots that are drawn on this material 
on a darkened gray background. They give it an aged and old look typical of 
fossilized pieces. 

NILIUM
Dekton Nilium is the minimalist element of the Industrial series. Inspired by a 
silver metal, Dekton Nilium offers a subtle cocktail of white and grey shades. The 
delicate appearance of warm colours represents the beginning o the oxidation 
process of a material. 

OPERA
Inspired by the current desire for marble interiors, Opera takes inspiration rom 
elegant Italian Carrara marble and offers a new soft touch which is the new Dekton 
Velvet Texture finish. Simple, light grey veining adds depth and interest to the 
creamy white surface for a classic understated finish whch offers a sensational 
velvety soft touch. 

PORTUM
Inspired by Portobello natural Stone, Portum, with Velvet finishes, search the 
perfection in tone, structure and background. The beauty of its grayish veins with 
sculptural pattern over a whitish base with caring watermarks. A trendy design 
full of character andelegance. 

VERA
Its veining and its cement background make Vera a fusion between the natural 
and the industrial, highlighting the most elegant elements of both. Its greyish 
background colour combined with its pale veining break with the aesthetics of 
conventional colours. 
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VIEW OVER 50 MORE COLORS AT: https://www.dekton.com/usa/colors/
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